Having previously written about how US television drama is purchased, broadcast and received by and on British television, i I was curious to explore trans-Atlantic televisual flows headed "the other way." This essay will therefore think about the presence and significance of British drama imports on US television, using the long-running PBS 
1980s. Steemers" research considers a more recent time period, but the focus of her work lies elsewhere, concerned with a range of programming, matters of policy and the larger television landscape in the United States (and beyond).
There is space left to -and indeed, in its 40 th anniversary year, it is time toexplore in detail how Masterpiece Theatre developed and has responded to a changing television landscape. This essay considers how the British programmes on Masterpiece
Theatre function in terms of scheduling, promotion, reception, brand identity and quality television debates, and how they may be transformed as part of US television. I pay due attention to the fact that this television environment has undergone significant structural changes in recent decades, including increasing deregulation and market fragmentation;
however, my aim is not simply to bring existing scholarship on the series up-to-date, but to challenge some long-standing assumptions about Masterpiece Theatre that persist within a range of discourses. To do so, I draw on archival research of materials held at the Library of American Broadcasting and the National Public Broadcasting Archives (both at the University of Maryland, MD), as well as the Library of Congress (Washington, D.C.), which include transcripts of interviews, in-house memos and publications, the trade press and promotional materials. My discussion is concerned with teasing out a sense of tension, between (apparent) brand stability and (actual) textual diversity and instability, that marks Masterpiece Theatre; tension that has continued across time, and developed with and along the changes of the wider television environment; and tension that existing scholarly research on the PBS series has not quite managed to negotiate.
The Best of the Past? Acquisition Policy, the Television Market and Masterpiece Theatre's Brand Identity
First, a brief overview of Masterpiece Theatre: it is a weekly drama anthology series broadcast on PBS, US television"s non-profit public broadcast television service. vi The Boston PBS station WGBH, which also co-produces a significant amount of the (two versions, 1985-86 and 2005-06) , Cranford (2007-08) , David
Copperfield (two versions, 1987-88 and 1999-2000) , Elizabeth R (1971-72) , The Forsyte Saga (the version starring Damian Lewis, 2002 -03), I, Claudius (1977 , Love in a
Cold Climate (two versions, 1981-82 and 2001-02) , Poldark (1976-77) , Pride and Prejudice (two version, 1980-81, starring Elizabeth Garvie, and 2007-08, starring Jennifer Ehle), Upstairs, Downstairs (1973-74) and The Virgin Queen (2005-06) . vii With this programme history, its very name -note the "theatre (as opposed to the ignoble television) with its British spelling" viii -and the design of its logo, ix it is not surprising that Masterpiece Theatre in the United States has become synonymous with quality drama, and a very particular type of quality drama: British costume and literary drama;
well acted, well crafted, attentive to detail and measured in its pacing -heritage quality drama replete with the Brideshead/Jewel "quality components", x offering "the best of the past". However, despite the textual diversity of Masterpiece Theatre"s programming, the long-standing perception of its heritage brand identity has persisted. This is both useful, as this assures distinction within an increasingly fragmented market; and problematic, as it suggests that efforts to reposition Masterpiece Theatre -"to adjust, to move in new directions" -have not successfully registered within press and public discourses. This persistence of the brand identity may be partly an external issue, in that the Masterpiece Theatre shorthand has become too useful and familiar, especially within press discourses.
But it may also be linked to an internal tension, in that Masterpiece Theatre has had to negotiate updating its brand image without losing the market visibility and esteem it has built over four decades. consider that any radical changes to its brand identity of and significant upsets of its core following could have rather detrimental effects for the continued existence of the anthology series.
Tensions within Promotion and Distribution: Textual Instability, Textual Diversity and the Brand
The presence of Masterpiece Theatre programmes on US television has further been given shape and meaning by its promotional strategies, and especially the meanings mobilised by the now discontinued series of large-scale promotional posters. xxxix Running from 1971 for over two decades, the poster series was begun with the encouragement of Mobil and designed by renowned New York design firm Chermayeff and Geismar.
Miller has argued that the narrative image constructed for early successes such as Upstairs, Downstairs combines the dual appeal of "the "upstairs" of "quality" British historical drama and the "downstairs" of soap opera". xl This linking of quality signifiers (references to the source novel and author, referring to episodes as "plays") and those of soap (romance, sex, gossip, intrigue) was continued in posters for programmes such as Theatre underwent a major re-branding process and was split into three sub-stands:
Masterpiece Classic, Masterpiece Mystery! and Masterpiece Contemporary. With
Mystery! now subsumed into the Masterpiece strand, there has been a contracting in, a taking up of the opportunities of integrated brand clustering that is not entirely dissimilar to the dominant practices within commercial television and its vertically integrated consolidation. There has also been a widening out, in that the textual diversity on
Masterpiece can now be more easily managed, and that contemporary programming has an unprecedented explicit visibility. The official website now differentiates between these sub-strands through the use of different colour schemes and design and font styles. As
Classic is the most dominant, foregrounded within the site, the promotional strategies are still moving both towards and away from the heritage shorthand: tensions persist.
Particular distribution/broadcasting processes have further shaped the text of
Masterpiece Theatre. Apart from the already mentioned logo, its opening credits and theme music are worth mentioning: accompanied by its classical theme, the credits for a significant period featured a camera moving through a personal library with oldfashioned armchairs and mahogany tables, showing glimpses of the leather-bound books that had provided material for the series, and other memorabilia that intertextually referenced past successes, such a painting of Henry VIII as a placeholder for The Six . This was thus a self-referential, enclosed space, both inwards-and backwards-oriented. The overriding question is about racism in British society, and whether it"s as deeply embedded in Britain as it was in the American South when our own civil rights movement began. This is a highly unusual kind of program for Masterpiece Theatre.
Wives of Henry VIII
xlvi Evidently, the function of the host was to emphasise both difference and continuity, shifting towards and away from the heritage brand identity; a tension that been reinforced in recent years by the fact that this framing device was dropped in 2004 -partly because it was thought the introductions were not getting the viewers into the dramas as quickly as they should, and changing industrial practices have meant that the increasingly common "previously on" segment fulfils their function -only to be re-introduced in 2008
as part of the re-branding process. This tension is especially apparent when considering the choice of the first host for Masterpiece Classic, Gillian Anderson, an actor wellknown from contemporary drama series The X-Files and with an important connection to 
Discourses of Reception: Distinction and Resistance
In both US press (newspapers and trade papers) and audience discourses, the perceived The press has frequently criticised a perceived "comfy" risk-avoidance that evades challenging, politically sensitive drama, which fits in with disappointed hopes and expectations regarding the political potential of PBS, and disavows the presence of such challenging, politically sensitive drama. The press has also been critical of the middleaged, middle-class Masterpiece Theatre audience, for its perceived snobbish elitism and cultural exclusivism. This resists long-standing beliefs in British cultural superiority within the United States, including the long-standing view of the superiority of British television, in which PBS and Masterpiece Theatre have been implicated, and somewhat challenged by the acclaim and success of US television drama in the 1990s and 2000s;
beliefs that have always served social stratification within the United States. Furthermore, Laurie Ouellette has made the point that one of the fundamental issues with public television is that it was "conceptualized for the people, not by people, because the terms of its existence presumed their failure as citizens and cultural arbiters." lix Such a view of the audience as needing to be perpetually transformed by having programming brought to them, and in the case of Masterpiece Theatre, quite literally brought to them from afar, has not sat uncontroversially within US press and self-discourses. It seems somewhat ironic given the increasingly closed off quality of the consolidated US market, whose structures of vertical integration, practices of deficit financing and demands for production capability, serve to obstruct market access and entry for foreign competitors. To some extent hinting at a blind spot of such a kind, the US press criticism nevertheless suggests a concern with long-standing discourses in which British drama is equated with quality.
Maybe the Masterpiece Theatre shorthand has not only been convenient and habitual, but continually overlooking the actual diversity of the programming furthermore has suited the press"s critical project, as it has helped to keep the anthology series an identifiable target in the US press"s engagement with long-standing cultural discourses and concerns over public broadcasting, as well as domestic production. lxii So both audiences and press have had (albeit different) reasons for not moving away from the perceived brand identity, which looks likely to persist.
Given the tensions that mark Masterpiece Theatre, especially the oscillation between heterogeneity and homogeneity, it is not surprising that it underwent a substantial change in 2008, whereby the series was split into three sub-strands. This division means that the diversity of the programming is now more easily manageable, and that tensions within broadcasting and promotional strategies can be separated out more.
The contemporary, the heritage and the crime/detective dramas have their own defined and visible seasonal slot. Perhaps this sub-division was inevitable, as the diversity of
Masterpiece's programming would always place (too) much tension on the one label of Masterpiece Theatre. Of course, while this helps to deliver the preferred kinds of programming to the Masterpiece viewers, it means that these viewers are less likely to come across that sense of diversity, less likely to have their taste preferences extended. Chef (1962-73) , affirmed white European cultural heritage in ways that disavowed race as an issue, whilst popular "minority" programming for black audiences on PBS was being phased out. See Ouellette, Viewers Like You?, [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] Cooke cited in Val E. Limburg, "Cooke, Alistair (1908 -2004 Volume 1: A-C, Second Edition, Fitzroy Dearborn, 2004, p. 583. xliv For an insightful discussion of Cooke"s career as a focal point of negotiations over "Americanness" and "Britishness" within British and American contexts respectively, see Michele Hilmes, "The "North Atlantic Triangle": Britain, the USA and Canada in 1950s television," Media History, 16, 1, 2010, 31-52. xlv Cristina Odone, "Cooke botoxed the US of its wrinkles," The Observer, 7 March 2004, p. 47. Jarvik has pointed out that, the abundance of signifiers of British culturedness and quality traditions notwithstanding, Masterpiece Theatre is also visibly linked to US quality television drama traditions, being "a 1950s-style anthology television drama sponsored by a major corporation." Jarvik, Politics of Quality, p. x. xlvi Given that the "Otherness" of The Murder of Stephen Lawrence was repeatedly highlighted, it is interesting to note that its scheduling on Masterpiece Theatre sought to make a connection to the US viewing context: it was broadcast on Martin Luther King Jr. Day. xlvii See Brooke Gladstone, On The Media, Interview with Rebecca Eaton. WNYC Radio. 14 May 2004. (Eaton did not specify which Prime Suspect episodes were affected by this.) xlviii See Sullivan, "Masterpiece Theatre Broadcast Schedule." xlix More often than not, these quality British dramas have been assumed by US audiences and critics to be BBC productions. l See Miller, Something Completely Different, and Jarvik, Politics of Quality, for more details on the sponsorship and its implications. li Grade in Jarvik, "Transcript of interview with Michael Grade."
Conclusion: Trans-Atlantic Assumptions, Perceptions and Conceptualisations

